
THE SYMBOL OF THE INNOCENCE OF CHILDHOOD

The lamb is a commonly used symbol of innocence's nature. Other symbols of innocence include children, virgins,
acacia.

What she does might be out of naivety, but nonetheless it is, for the reader, quite brave and mature. It is
important to note that the symbols being used by both authors draw on the natural process of growth. The
infertility of the desert island symbolizes the obstacle which hinders Laura from growing. I could no longer
enter its portal and inhabit its world. Deciding to move on to a new life, creating new feelings, and leaving
memories to its most apt place â€” past â€” is the way of growing up, becoming more experienced and
educated on life lessons. Thinkers such as Jean-Jaques Rousseau used the romanticism discourse as a way to
separate children from adults. Innocence is also the growth of self-consciousness, perhaps the "tree of the
knowledge of good and evil" referred to in the story of Adam and Eve. To not grasp imaginatively that death
will come. What makes Laura different from the other protagonists is that she does not hide the fact that she
wants to be seen as older than she is. By contrast, the I Ching urges a recovery of innocence - the name given
to Hexagram 25 - and "encourages you to actively practice innocence". Two poor girls from the Kelvey family
will see it as they belong to a much lower social class. She is like the others, a young girl growing up, still
encountering new experiences, which shape her view on the world. There are many similarities to be found in
the two works of Jean Rhys, with one of those similarities having been mentioned already, both of these girls
are growing up on colonized islands as did Jean Rhys herself and they are going through the process of
experience, chiefly by learning from the British culture which seems intriguing to both girls. When I watch my
year-old, Eva, dancing as if no one is watching, I know I am also seeing it. Hay has presented a doll's house to
the children of Burnell family; it is described with a strong emphasis on a small lamp inside it as if telling
everyone that there is still a certain hope for the town to eliminate forever class discrimination. In stark
contrast, the infertile desert which Eddie talks of is showing how he helps her grow. But I feel,
self-defensively perhaps, that her disappointment is more about her particular loss of what we all must lose.
However, she decides to try to make friends with the two girls who are considered to be outcasts by anyone
else as Kezia is not so instilled with the class consciousness yet which spoilt her elder sisters. The
comprehension of Laura that life is basically marvelous no matter what happens, shows death of the person in
quite a positive light depriving it the sorrows for the lost. Her response to seeing the workmen reveals both
this and the sexual tension inside her.


